
Name of the Activity / Event : pen it down
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Organised by
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: Republic Day

:R.D.P.S.

: Classrooms IV (A-E)

: January 24,2078, (40 mins)

: Class IV (A-E)

: Intra-Class Activities
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OBJECTIVES:

. To provide information about Dr. B.R, Ambedkar and his teachings.

' To nurture and augment the students about the contributions made by him.
. To enhance students' skill of expressing themselves.
. To promote their aesthetic and social skills.
. To apprise them wlth the rights and duties of Indian citizens.

DESCRIPTION:

"We are Indians, firstly and lastly."
-Dr B,R, Ambedkar

January 26 is ceiebrated as rhe R.epuoiic Day of india. ir was the day n,hen the Ccnstituiicn cf india,

prepared by drafting committee was headed by Dr: B.R. Ambedkar came into existence.The

contributions made by or: B.R.Ambedkar are tremendous. Keeping in mind the same, an activity.pen

it down' based on the theme'Republic Day'was conducted. The students were told to write down

their views on the topic - "Dr. B.R. Ambedkar inspires me to .,, ". Students were also informed about

the importance of this day and also its significance. All the students participated in the activity with

great zeal and enthusiasm. They expressed thelr views and the teaching that inspires the students.

Five best writers were selected from each section. Then overallrbest five from all the sections were

awarded on the basis of clarity, competence and creativity The activity was a great learning

experience for everyone. All the students were appreciated for their commendable efforts, In whole,

the activity catered to the cognitive, social and aesthetic domains of the Iearners.

Prepared by: Ms. Bhumika waanwa.Mzsubmitted by: Ms. arrnun"'4tlll*kitrs Manju yadav.:lty.
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